Junior Mendix Developer

Mendix – the leading low-code application development platform:

The Mendix Platform uses visual modeling to abstract long-form coding out of application development. Our customers use Mendix to create and deploy better software for the enterprise, faster. Mendix is collaborative - the people who use the software and the people who build the software work together throughout the development process.

You're the Junior Mendix Developer we need if you:

- Have been working as a (Junior) Mendix developer for 1-2 years.
- Have experience working in agile environments
- Love to drive innovation and you have an affinity for technology and its latest trends
- Possess strong problem-solving and analytical skills
- Know your way around forms, domain models, entities, microflows, transactions, non-persistent-entities etc.
- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills,
- Open minded, being able to think outside the box,
- Collaborative and willing to take ownership